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1. (C) THE GOVERNMENT HAS MADE LITTLE PROGRESS
INVESTIGATING THE DISAPPEARANCE OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR NARCISO GONZALEZ SINCE HEARINGS BEFORE THE INTERAMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS (IACHR) IN WASHINGTON LAST NOVEMBER. MEMBERS OF THE LEONEL FERNANDEZ ADMINISTRATION AND THE NONGOVERNMENTAL TRUTH COMMISSION WILL ATTEND FOLLOW-UP HEARINGS FEBRUARY 25. IF THE GOVERNMENT DOES NOT RESOLVE THE CASE BY THE MAY CONGRESSIONAL AND MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS, TRUTH COMMISSION MEMBERS SAY THEY WILL TURN TO MORE AGGRESSIVE PRESSURE TACTICS. END SUMMARY.

THE LAST POLITICAL MURDER OF THE BALAGUER YEARS?

2. (U) NARCISO GONZALEZ DISAPPEARED ON THE MORNING OF MAY 26, 1994 ON HIS WAY TO WORK AT THE AUTONOMOUS UNIVERSITY OF SANTO DOMINGO (UASD). A FEW WEEKS BEFORE, NARCISO ALLEGED IN AN ARTICLE THAT FORMER PRESIDENT JOAQUIN BALAGUER WAS ONE OF THE MOST CORRUPT LEADERS IN LATIN AMERICAN AND THAT HE WON THE 1994 ELECTIONS THROUGH FRAUD. THE BALAGUER GOVERNMENT PROMISED IT WOULD INVESTIGATE THE DISAPPEARANCE, BUT NEVER BROUGHT EVIDENCE TO LIGHT.


TRUTH COMMISSION GROWS IMPATIENT

4. (U) FRUSTRATED BY THE FERNANDEZ ADMINISTRATION'S SEEMINGLY HALF-HEARTED SUPPORT FOR THE INVESTIGATION, THE TRUTH COMMISSION -- FORMED BY CONCERNED DOMINICANS IN
1994 to lobby for a full accounting of the Narciso disappearance -- took their case to the IACHR. In November's hearings, the IACHR instructed the GODR and Truth Commission to form a joint committee, investigate the incident together, and report on progress this month.

5. (C) Truth Commission members have told the embassy they will testify on February 25 that the GODR still refuses to cooperate with them. The GODR has been unwilling to grant the joint committee sufficient powers to call witnesses or issue directives to the investigative judge, they said. Thus far, the GODR has argued the Dominican Constitution does not permit the joint committee to exercise investigative powers.

Informants fear reprisals

6. (C) Narciso's widow Altagracia Ramirez and several other Truth Commission members have told us they regularly receive anonymous tips from government workers.
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And members of the military about Narciso's supposed murder. Most whistle-blowers say they are unwilling to go public with their knowledge of the crime for fear of reprisals against them and their families. All sources allege the security forces killed Narciso and dumped his corpse in a river, Truth Commission members say.

7. (C) Ramirez also told us the Central Electoral Commission contacted her for reasons that remain unclear to discuss confidentially the possible senatorial candidacy of Juan Rojas Tabar for ex-President Balaguer's Social Christian Reformist Party in the May elections. Rumor has frequently linked Rojas Tabar to the crime. He was secretary of the Air Force under Balaguer and initially secretary of the Armed Forces under Fernandez.

Threats to escalate pressure on Govt

UNCLASSIFIED
8. (C) IF THE STALEMATE CONTINUES, TRUTH COMMISSION MEMBERS INFORMED THE EMBASSY THEY WILL EMPLOY MORE AGGRESSIVE XESSURE TACTICS AGAINST THE GODR IN MAY, THE MONTH OF ELECTIONS AND NARCISO'S DISAPPEARANCE FOUR YEARS AGO. AS TACTICS BEING CONSIDERED, THEY MENTIONED A HUNGER STRIKE BY MEMBERS OF NARCISO'S FAMILY, PROTESTS BY
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ACTION ARA-01

INFO  LOG-00  ACDA-08  ACDE-00  AMAD-01  ACQ-01  CIAE-00  DODE-00
SRPP-00  DS-00  EB-00  FBIE-00  H-01  TEDE-00  INR-00
IO-00  L-01  ADS-00  NSAE-00  NSCE-00  OIC-02  OMB-01
OPIC-01  PA-00  PC-01  PM-00  PRS-00  P-00  CIO-00
SP-00  STR-00  TRSE-00  T-00  USIE-00  PMB-00  DSCC-00
PRM-10  PRME-01  DRL-04  G-00  SAS-00  /033W
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